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ABSTRACT

Background: Patients in many countries with new or changing skin lesions will first consult a primary
care physician, often called a general practitioner (GP). With the dramatic rise in melanoma incidence
over recent decades, dermoscopy offers a tool with an evidence base supporting its use in skin lesion
assessment. How GPs use dermoscopy is unclear.
Objectives: A scoping literature review was carried out to examine the current state of published
evidence about dermoscopy use in primary care.
Methods: The methodological steps taken in this review followed those developed by Arksey and
O’Malley, as revised by Levac and colleagues. Four electronic databases were searched for evidence
published up to January 2018 describing the use of dermoscopy in a generalist primary care setting.
Seven articles were identified for analysis.
Results: All included articles have been published since 2007. Most were questionnaire studies and
revealed that generally a small minority of GPs use dermoscopy, although some jurisdictions such as
Australia report greater use. Dermoscopy is generally used only for the assessment of pigmented skin
lesions, but is not used consistently. Several perceived barriers to dermoscopy use, including the need
for training, have been reported.
Conclusions: There is a paucity of data on dermoscopy use among GPs, and diversity in questionnaire
items prevents comparison between jurisdictions. Perceived barriers to dermoscopy use require more
in-depth exploration, potentially including qualitative data, to evaluate them more fully. Understanding these factors, including how GPs train in dermoscopy, will be crucial in widening dermoscopy use
in primary care.
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Introduction

Table 1. Embase Search Terms

For the majority of patients in many countries with a new or

1.		 Epiluminescence microscopy/

changing skin lesion, their first consultation with a health care

2.		 Dermoscop*.mp

professional will be with a primary care physician, often called

3.		 Dermatoscop*.mp

a general practitioner (GP). Dermoscopy has been shown to be

4. “Epiluminescence microscop*”.mp

an effective tool for the detection of melanoma in primary care

5. “Surface microscop*”.mp

[1]. Dermoscopy in primary care is a relatively new tool, and

6. “Incident light microscop*”.mp

little is known about how GPs use dermoscopy. Given the role

7.		 General practice/

of dermoscopy in the early detection of melanoma and other
skin cancers, understanding how it is used in the primary care
setting, as well as identifying what is not yet clear, is important
in directing future research and in helping to expand its use.
Scoping literature reviews, usually called scoping reviews,
have become an increasingly common approach to providing

8. “General practice*”.mp
9.		 General practitioner/
10. “General practitioner*”.mp
11.		 GP*.mp
12.		 Family medicine/

a descriptive outline of evidence from published literature [2].

13. “Family medic*”.mp

They are useful particularly when the aim is to map an area of

14. “Family practice*”.mp

research for its main concepts, sources, and types of evidence

15. “Family physician*”.mp

[3]. In the relatively unexplored area of dermoscopy use in

16. “Family practitioner*”.mp

a primary care setting, a scoping review was undertaken to

17.		 Primary medical care/

examine the extent of research in this area and to identify

18. “Primary medical care*”.mp

where gaps in the existing literature appear.

19.		 Primary health care/
20. “Primary health care*”.mp

Methods
Methodological approaches to conducting scoping reviews
have been published in the literature. Arksey and O’Malley
developed a framework for scoping reviews, and this was
refined by Levac and colleagues [3,4]. This was the framework followed in this review.

Research Team

21.		 Primary healthcare*”.mp
22. “Primary care*”.mp
23. “Primary care physician*”.mp
24.		 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 6
25.		7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR 11 OR 12 OR 13 OR 14
OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18 OR 19 OR 20 OR 21
OR 22 OR 23
26.		 24 AND 25

The research team comprised a general practice specialty
trainee (J.A.F.) and 3 GPs (F.P.M., C.R., and N.D.H.) involved
in clinical teaching and medical education research.

Research Ethics

GPs. The expertise of a medical librarian was sought to ensure
that there was adequate coverage of relevant databases for
formal literature searches.
Formal literature searches were carried out between

No ethical approval was required for this work, as this

January and February 2018. Four electronic databases were

was a secondary analysis of published literature within the

searched: Embase, MEDLINE, Scopus, and Web of Science.

public domain.

Minor adaptations in search terms were made between data-

Step 1: Identifying the Research Question

bases to account for the different database subject headings.
The Embase search strategy is shown in Table 1.

While the use of dermoscopy has become more commonplace
among doctors who specialize in skin cancer care, such as der-

Step 3: Study Selection

matologists, the aim of this review was to investigate the use

J.A.F. screened abstracts from citations identified in database

of dermoscopy in primary care. For this reason an open and

searches. Where this was insufficient to make a decision,

inclusive question was formed: What can be known from the

the whole article was read. In the event of ambiguity the

literature about how dermoscopy is used in general practice?

article was referred for full-text assessment for eligibility.

Step 2: Identifying Relevant Studies

Articles available only in the form of conference abstracts
were excluded at this point, as is standard in scoping review

Initial informal literature searches were carried out to identify

methods. Articles written in languages other than English

the various terms used in the literature for dermoscopy and

were also excluded.
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Table 2. Inclusion and Exclusion
Criteria for Article Selection
Inclusion criteria
• Studies examined some aspect of
the use of dermoscopy in everyday
primary care practice.
• Participants were mainly GPs (or in
countries where the term GP is not in
common use, primary care physicians
working in a generalist community
setting to whom patients self-refer).
Exclusion criteria
• Expert reviews of dermoscopy,
commentaries or editorials discussing
other articles.
• Articles focused on GPs working in a
specialist or secondary care setting.
• GPs recruited to training
interventional studies in dermoscopy.
• GPs participating in screening
programs.
• Teledermoscopy studies in which
dermatologists interpret the images.
• Dermoscopy interpreted by artificial
intelligence.

Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart of study selection process [5].

At this stage J.A.F. and N.D.H. met to discuss the articles.

Collaboration Centres was used in reporting the results [6]. A

Full-text articles were read by both researchers and were con-

flowchart of the study selection process is shown in Figure 1.

sidered for inclusion according to the criteria set out in Table
2. Discussion resolved any discrepancies in opinion between
the researchers, and consensus was reached.

Results

Whether included in the final analysis or not, the refer-

We identified 783 citations from the database searches.

ence lists of all articles reaching this stage were searched,

Database searches were carried out sequentially. The search

and additional new citations were screened by J.A.F. Articles

of the fourth database (Embase), after the exclusion of con-

accepted from reference lists for full-text assessment also

ference abstracts, produced only 4 new citations, none of

had their reference lists searched in an iterative process, until

which passed the screening stage, and database searches were

no additional new citations were generated that passed the

deemed to be sufficient. A large number of additional records

screening stage.

were identified through searching reference lists. However,

Step 4: Charting the Data

very few were relevant to the review question. Seven articles
were included in the review analysis, all of which were obser-

J.A.F. created a data extraction sheet using Microsoft Excel

vational studies. Of these, 5 were questionnaire studies and

(Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) and extracted onto it details

2 reviewed medical records. All had GPs as their subjects.

from the included papers. Data extracted from each article

One study included some GPs who did not have generalist

included authors, year of publication, origin of the research,

practices but were dedicated to skin cancer care; however, as

study design, outcome measures, and key findings that related

the majority of the participants in the study (73.6%) were

to the review question.

GPs who maintained generalist practices (albeit some of them
had a special interest in skin cancer), this study was included

Step 5: Collating, Summarizing, and Reporting the
Results

in the review [7].

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Origins of Research

Analyses (PRISMA) guidance [5] and guidance published by

Articles describe work that has been carried out in 4 different

members of the Joanna Briggs Institute and Joanna Briggs

countries, as is shown in Figure 2. Australia, the Netherlands,
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and the United States have contributed
2 articles each to the field. All of the
research has been conducted in countries with high-income and advanced
economies [8,9], and with very high
human development in the Human
Development Index [10].

Year of Publication
The first article included in the review
was published in 2007. Figure 3 shows
a cumulative frequency chart of publication dates. All included articles
were published over a 10-year period,
and the majority were published in

Figure 2. Origins of review articles.

2016 or 2017.

Use of Dermoscopy by GPs
Five questionnaire studies and 2
records-based observational studies have described dermoscopy use in
primary care. The results are summarized in Table 3.
Dermoscopy use varies widely
between jurisdictions. Dermoscopy
use is well established in Australia,
where between 34% and 42% of GPs
in generalist practices reported using
dermoscopy and where research into
the use of dermoscopy in primary care
has been undertaken since 2007 [7,11].
High levels of dermoscopy use were also

Figure 3. Year of publication of review articles by cumulative frequency.

Table 3. Studies Reporting Use of Dermoscopy by GPs
Study

Year

Country

No. of
Participants

Response
Rate

Use of Dermoscopy

Morris et al [15]

2017

USA

768 GPs

Not reported

6% currently use;
15% have ever used dermoscopy

Morris et al [16]

2017

USA

705 GPs

Not reported

8.3% currently use;
19.5% have ever used dermoscopy

Secker et al [12]

2017

Netherlands

309 GPs

Not reported

37% use dermoscopy

Ahmadi et al [14]

2017

Netherlands

11 GPs; 580
consultations

Not applicable

8.4% of consultations use dermoscopy

Chappuis et al [13]

2016

France

425 GPs

10.5%

8% have access to a dermatoscope

Rosendahl et al [7]

2012

Australia

193 GPs

Not applicable

42.6% of generalist GPs use; 89.4%
of GPs with skin cancer special
interest use; and 95.9% of GPs
dedicated to skin cancer care use
dermoscopy at least weekly

Chamberlain et al [11] 2007

Australia

223 GPs

>90%

34% ever use dermoscopy
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reported among GPs in the Netherlands [12]. In contrast to

more than 400 patients per month, were more likely to use

this, dermoscopy use seems to be lower among GPs in the

dermoscopy [16], although another study by the same authors

United States and France, at 6%-8%.

did not confirm this [15]. One study demonstrated that GPs

One study found that the use of dermoscopy by GPs

subspecializing in skin cancer care were more likely to use

increases as they either develop a special interest in skin can-

dermoscopy than GPs working in generalist GP practices [7].

cer or enter a practice dedicated to skin cancer care. However,
when other variables such as practice type were controlled for,

Perceptions of Dermoscopy Use

no association was found between dermoscopy use and the

Three questionnaire studies asked participants to rank their

number of suspicious lesions excised per melanoma diagnosis

perceptions of barriers to dermoscopy use from a list of sug-

[7]. However, the authors acknowledge that it was difficult to

gestions. A pattern emerged across the studies that revealed

study dermoscopy use and subspecialization into skin cancer

common perceived barriers. The costs of dermoscopy—both

care in isolation, as the two are highly correlated.

the equipment cost and the insufficient reimbursement for

How studies reported dermoscopy use varied. Current

its use in practice—were a clear barrier to its use. The other

and previous use of dermoscopy by GPs, GPs’ access to a

most commonly cited barriers were the need for dermoscopy

dermatoscope, and consultations that have used dermoscopy

training and the time needed both for training and to use

were all variably described. One study reported participants’

dermoscopy in practice [13,15,16].

use of dermoscopy as low, medium, or high, with “low”

One of the studies also asked participants to rank their

including those who used dermoscopy less than once a week

perceptions of the advantages of dermoscopy from a list of

or not at all [7]. One questionnaire simply reported whether

suggestions. The most common responses were that it helped

participants had ever or never used dermoscopy [11]. These

to diagnose melanoma earlier, that it helped to reduce der-

differences prevent clear comparisons between studies and

matology referrals, and that it reduced patients’ anxiety [13].

jurisdictions.

Two questionnaire studies asked about confidence. Confidence was significantly higher among dermoscopy users

Patterns of Dermoscopy Use

than nonusers in both studies: for the analysis of pigmented

Two studies reported specific information about frequency of

skin lesions generally in one study [13] and for differentiat-

dermoscopy use and for what purpose dermoscopy is used in

ing between cancerous and noncancerous skin lesions in the

clinical practice. In one study, 20% of GPs working in gener-

other [15]. One study asked about how dermoscopy affects

alist practices reported using dermoscopy for all pigmented

clinical decision-making; 75% of dermoscopy users felt that

lesions and 22% reported using it most days [7]. Another

it influenced their diagnoses in practice [11].

study reported that of 8% of GPs with access to a dermatoscope, 52% used it more than once a week [13]. This suggests
that GPs who use dermoscopy are not using it consistently;

Discussion

this was highlighted in another study, which found that der-

Principal Findings

moscopy was used in only 8.4% of consultations involving

This review identified 7 observational studies that have

skin lesions suspected of malignancy [14].

investigated the use of dermoscopy in general practice, mostly

One study suggested that dermoscopy seems to be used

by means of questionnaires. The use of dermoscopy by GPs

mostly for consultations involving pigmented skin lesions:

varies between jurisdictions; however, because of the paucity

82% of dermoscopy users reported using dermoscopy for the

and heterogeneity of data it is difficult to draw any firm

assessment of pigmented skin lesions, 68% for nonpigmented

conclusions. In general, it is a small minority of GPs who use

lesions, and 8% to allow for digital data transmission, such

dermoscopy, and only where GPs have subspecialized in skin

as teledermoscopy [13].

cancer care do a majority use dermoscopy [7]. Those GPs who

Characteristics of Dermoscopy Users

use dermoscopy do not do so consistently for all pigmented
skin lesions [7], and most use it only for the assessment of

Three studies subanalyzed their questionnaire data to explore

pigmented skin lesions [13]. This raises a concern that the

whether certain groups of GPs are more likely to use der-

dermoscopic features of skin cancers such as amelanotic

moscopy. Results were conflicting. One study found that

melanomas may be overlooked.

male GPs were more likely to use dermoscopy than female

GPs who used dermoscopy reported feeling more confi-

GPs [13], although other studies did not support this finding

dent in analyzing pigmented skin lesions [13] and in differ-

[15,16]. Two of the studies found that older GPs were more

entiating between cancerous and noncancerous skin lesions

likely to use dermoscopy [13,16], while another reported

[15]. What is unclear is whether dermoscopy makes GPs

that younger GPs were more likely to be using the tool [15].

feel more confident, or whether GPs with more confidence

One study reported that GPs in busier practices, who saw

in dermatology are more likely to embrace a new tool for
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skin lesion assessment. Insights such as these are not readily
uncovered in questionnaire studies.

All of the studies included in this review were observational, and there have been no long-term or follow-up studies

GPs perceive the barriers to dermoscopy use to include

that have looked at how the use of dermoscopy has changed

the cost of the equipment, the need for training, and the time

in general practice over time. While this is partly due to the

required for training and using dermoscopy in practice. GPs

relatively novel status of dermoscopy as a tool for GPs, it

perceived the advantages of dermoscopy to be the earlier

means that trends in dermoscopy use in primary care are

diagnosis of melanoma, reducing dermatology referrals, and

currently unknown or unpublished. Furthermore, because

reducing patient anxiety.

questionnaire studies have not used identical questions,

Limitations
Although this review was carried out according to a recognized scoping review methodology, it was exploratory in
nature. Databases and reference lists were searched using a
comprehensive set of search terms; however, it is impossible to
guarantee that other papers of relevance were not overlooked.
As only published articles are included in search databases,
any unpublished data, or data that exist in the form of conference abstracts, were not included in the review. By limiting the
searches to English language articles for pragmatic reasons, it
is also possible that published work exists in other languages
but did not come to the attention of the reviewers.
Only 2 studies reported response rates; one was low
at 10.5% [13] and raises the prospect of responder bias.
Another study reported a response rate of more than 90%
[11]; however, the survey was distributed to attendees at a
dermatology conference for GPs and may not be representative of the GP population. One study reviewed data from a
skin cancer audit database used by GPs, and doctors selfselect to participate in this tool [7]. It is therefore difficult
to assess how well these data reflect the use of dermoscopy
among GPs generally.
The focus of the review was narrowed to looking at GPs
within a primary care, generalist setting. This inevitably
excluded articles reporting on GPs working in specialist skin

comparison of dermoscopy use between different health care
systems and countries, such as has been done in a survey of
dermatologists [17], is not yet possible for GPs.
This review highlights a concerning absence of qualitative research into GPs’ use of dermoscopy. While questionnaires have attempted to highlight GPs’ perceptions of the
advantages of dermoscopy and the barriers to its use, they
inevitably do so at a superficial level. Questions such as why
most GPs do not use dermoscopy and whether specific perceptions or barriers are preventing them from doing so have
not been addressed. Understanding these factors is crucial to
understanding how dermoscopy can be translated from a new
tool for lesion recognition into a standard technique for the
assessment of skin lesions in primary care.
Notably, one of the perceived barriers to the use of dermoscopy in primary care highlighted by this review is the
need for training. One of the papers included in this review
reported on how GPs train in dermoscopy, and found that
only a minority of dermoscopy users had undertaken training [13]. It is unsurprising that many GPs are unwilling to
incorporate dermoscopy into their clinical practice without
undertaking training, and understanding how to train GPs in
dermoscopy will be important in expanding use of dermoscopy among the GP workforce.

cancer care or in a hospital setting. Presumably some GPs

Conclusions

working in specialist settings may also work in a generalist

This scoping literature review found research from several

setting at times and would bring their dermoscopy skills with

countries that demonstrates that dermoscopy is used by a

them to this role. However, most patients in health care sys-

minority, often a small minority, of GPs. Commonly perceived

tems where GPs play a “gate-keeping” role for secondary care

barriers to the use of dermoscopy include equipment costs

will attend a GP without these enhanced skills. Therefore, it

and the time and training required to use it. No published

was important for our team to understand how a GP working

qualitative research has explored these perceptions, and

in a generalist setting uses dermoscopy.

further research in this area could help to lay foundations

Implications

for more widespread uptake of dermoscopy among GPs. In
particular, understanding how GPs train in dermoscopy will

Several important gaps in the literature were uncovered in

be important in improving patient access to dermoscopy in

this review. From the authors’ perspective, the absence of

primary care.

published data from the UK or Ireland means that there is
currently no clear understanding of how many GPs use dermoscopy in these jurisdictions. All health care systems vary,
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